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My lightbulb moment: Tetiana
Bersheda, 34, realised that she wanted
to help people divorce more easily
Tetiana Bersheda, 34, completed a masters in law at Cambridge university
She lives in London and is the founder of LexSnap, an online legal marketplace
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She says her own simple, straightforward divorce was her lightbulb moment
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Tetiana Bersheda, 34, is the founder of LexSnap, an online legal marketplace. She is
single and lives in west London.

Rita Ora PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Singer
looks incredible as she
larks around in sporty
white bikini while on
holiday with her parents
in France

From the irst day of university I loved the law, and the idea that justice should be
blind. After doing my masters at Cambridge, I started practising as a lawyer in 2005.

Love Island SPOILER:
Dani and Jack say they
LOVE each other for the
first time... after
admitting the
relationship is 'the best
they've ever had'

I was involved in international divorce cases that were more like commercial
disputes. One lasted for seven years! But even though both sides had the inancial
means, I could see how much people’s lives are aﬀected when they go through
divorce.

Love Island
EXCLUSIVE: Hayley
Hughes hires Kim
Kardashian's ex
bodyguard to help with
'overwhelming' fame

Inside Liv Tyler and
Dave Gardner's jaw
dropping London
townhouse: Lavish
chandeliers, floral
feature walls and Alist
visitors
Mark Wright's father
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by sharing then
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Michelle Keegan
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the secret loved by the
likes of Olivia Attwood
and Jessica Shears that
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luscious hair and super
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AD FEATURE
Millie and Hugo's
wedding: A dog down
the aisle, clubthemed
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and a tearful bride...
inside the MIC stars'
'rock' n' roll' nuptials
Jennifer Aniston 'is
dating again' as TWO
men compete for her
attention... five months
after Justin Theroux
split
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Love Island SPOILER:
Georgia left in tears
after being 'f***ed over'
by Josh... as he admits
he was 'blown away' by
new girl Kazimir

Is Cheryl addicted to
the honeymoon phase
of love? Relationship
expert claims love splits
could be caused by the
trauma of her parents'
separation
Ashley Graham puts
on leggy display for new
shoot... as she reveals
wild years 'taking drugs
and having sex with the
wrong men'

Geordie Shore's
James Tindale 'set to
make explosive return
to the show' four years
after shock departure...
as he is spotted on
night out with cast
Jacqueline Jossa and
estranged husband Dan
Osborne enjoy the
London sunshine with
newborn Mia and
daughter Ella, 3

Vanessa Paradis looks
chic as she joins
daughter LilyRose
Depp at Chanel show in
Paris... days after
marrying beau Samuel
Benchetrit
Penelope Cruz oozes
elegance in tweed pink
mini paired with jaunty
beret at Chanel Haute
Couture Fall/Winter
show in Paris

+1
Tetiana Bersheda, 34, is the founder of LexSnap and said she realised she loved the law on her
irst day of university
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Most of my clients were in business and I learned a lot from their attitude to risk. So,
after four years of practising in a big irm in Geneva, I decided to take the risk of
setting up my own irm, in 2010.
Then, in 2011, I got divorced myself. I was 19 when I met my husband and 21 when we
got married. Both of us changed.
However, our divorce was stress-free. The fact we are both lawyers made it
extremely simple. We represented ourselves in court and stayed on good terms. I
realised that the stress of divorce multiplies when people can’t aﬀord professional

Lily Allen reveals
newly platinum tresses
as she puts on a chic
display in palazzo pants
at the Chanel Haute
Couture show in Paris

Mollie King wears
daring plunging glitzy
jumpsuit as she models
a series of summer
looks for fashion
campaign

Sheridan Smith
flashes her engagement
ring in Manchester...
after revealing she's in a
'happy place' again
following mental health
battle
LeighAnne Pinnock
goes TOPLESS in racy
bedroom snap after
sharing birthday tribute
to beau Andre Gray... as
footballer faces court
for 'club attack'
Anne Hathaway, is that
you? The brunette
beauty debuts red hair
as she films a movie in
Puerto Rico
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support. That was the lightbulb moment for me. I asked myself, what can I do to help
more people follow in our footsteps?

On set of her Netflix
movie

When I started my career, partners would often ask me to research the same legal
questions. All the law irms have databases, so basically you’d just use the database
to provide the same advice again and again.
I realised that technology could make this legal knowledge available to an unlimited
number of people — especially those who could not aﬀord a lawyer.
So, when I moved to London two years ago, I started hiring people for my business,
LexSnap.
People come to our website and are asked some basic questions: Are they married?
Do they own property? Do they have children? Then we can give them basic advice
for free.
We’ve identi ied the legal questions asked most often and have the answers
automated. Those who have extra questions can send them online to be distributed
through a network of lawyers. Fees are agreed in advance, so there are no surprises.
No one wants a marriage to end, but I was very happy the day I got married, and I
was happy the day I divorced. Now, I am helping other people feel the same way.
Share or comment on this article: My lightbulb moment: Tetiana Bersheda, 34
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Ellie Bamber
showcases her flair for
fashion as she dons
chic pink mini dress at
Chanel Haute Couture
show in Paris
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pastel pink trouser suit
as she and husband
Vernon Kay lead the
glamorous arrivals at
day two of Wimbledon
Emily Ratajkowski
shares very racy picture
of her derriere in
extreme plunging thong
swimsuit as she waves
goodbye to Mykonos
trip
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Brady by tracking him
down on Instagram after
fancying him on The
Apprentice
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coupling
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appointment... amid
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Hunt hospitalised after
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The 73yearold actress
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in her black BMW
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results on This Morning
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party started early as
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with steins of beer
ahead of kick off
against Switzerland
Her Majesty is set to
host the King and
Queen of the
Netherlands for a state
visit in October 
including a sleepover at
Buckingham Palace
Love Island: Jack is
unrecognisable without
THOSE veneers and
selfproclaimed 'dad
bod' in old snaps... as
he rocks curtains and a
six pack
Family bonding!
Lauren Bush Lauren
shares sweet photo of
her twomonthold son
Max

Love Island temptress
Megan 'had a number of
sugar daddies when she
worked as a stripper...
but was forced to QUIT
job after dating a
colleague'
Love Island: Jack
shared snap of Danny
Dyer to his Instagram
FOUR YEARS ago...
ahead of his romance
with his daughter Dani
in the villa
Fabulous in florals!
Thrifty Queen Letizia of
Spain wears printed
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skirt for the second
time in a MONTH as she
attends a charity
meeting in Madrid

Love Island: Caroline
Flack's 'cringey' strut
leaves fans in hysterics
as they compare her to
Beyoncé and even a
Disney villain during her
villa entrance
Pippa Middleton
reveals she's copying
Meghan's pal Serena
Williams by continuing
to play tennis during her
pregnancy

Peter Andre
showcases his biceps
in casual vest top as he
shops for groceries with
daughter Amelia
The Mysterious Girl
hitmaker
In The Style is
accused of cyber
bullying after offering
customers a
WEHATEJOSH discount
code amid viewer fury
at Love Island
SarahJane Crawford
flaunts her cleavage in a
white bikini as she
packs on the PDA with
boyfriend Joe Joyce in
Ibiza

Mirroring Diana? Royal
fans reveal the striking
resemblance between
Meghan throwing a ball
at the Polo and the late
Princess playing bowls
three decades ago
Who needs a summer
holiday? Charles and
Camilla soak up the
sunshine in
Pembrokeshire as they
continue their tour of
Wales
Rebekah Vardy is set
to make £1.5M from
brand collaborations
and TV roles in the next
year after cementing her
status as Queen of the
WAGs
'Everyone better give
housekeepers, nannies
and landscapers a ride
home': Amber Heard
sparks FURY after
tweeting a tone deaf
'racist' joke
Lady Gaga
EXCLUSIVE: Singer
slips into her bikini to
sip wine and snap
selfies on the beach in
The Hamptons
Good times
Prince Charles baffled
after being served
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'green ants' on
MasterChef... as he
makes a special
appearance with
Camilla

Beyonce shows off
curves in breezy
summer dress as she
enjoys holiday with Jay
Z and Blue Ivy
Posted adorable family
pics on Instagram
Rebekah Vardy sizzles
in a VERY saucy
patriotic shoot as she
shows support to
husband Jamie ahead
of England Vs Colombia
match
Alex George, the A&E
doctor we felt sorry for,
boasts 'I'm putting
Charlie on the subs
bench.' He was another
sexist creep on Love
Island, by Jim Shelley
Love Island: Host
Caroline Flack leads
concerns over where
the new batch of
couples will sleep... as
fans suggest BUNK
BEDS are introduced
Love Island fans
rejoice as Dani and Jack
finally reunite after days
apart... and call for a
national HOLIDAY when
the lovebirds eventually
marry
Kate Moss for Saint
Laurent: Model, 44,
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Worked her magic in front
of the camera
Rose Leslie stuns in
yellow summer dress as
she resumes normal life
in London... after
marrying Kit Harington
in stunning Scottish
castle ceremony
Game Of Thrones star
Sophie Turner goes
makeup free as she jets
into New York with
fiancé Joe Jonas
Barefaced to show off
her natural beauty
Laura Whitmore
criticised by fans for
mocking 'sunburnt' man
at Wimbledon on her
Instagram
Called out a stranger on
her social media
Outnumbered star
Daniel Roche reveals
costars Hugh Dennis
and Claire Skinner have
been dating for
YEARS...after pals say
it's 'just over 12 months'
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Vicky Pattison flaunts
her gymhoned figure in
skimpy thong bottoms
and crop tops for sexy
Instagram snaps
Sizzling snaps

Elizabeth Hurley, 53,
flaunts her phenomenal
frame in tiny white
string bikini during
sultry sunbathing
session

David Beckham dotes
on his sweet daughter
Harper, 6, in lovely
Instagram snap ahead
of her birthday
Sweet snap before the
school run
Blac Chyna, 30, 'has
been dating teenage pro
boxer Devin Haney, 19,
for MONTHS... despite
being with YBN
Almighty, 18'

Piers Morgan slams
Love Island's Eyal for
steamy TV romp...
before reality star
appears to backtrack on
claims he had sex with
Megan in awkward chat
Love Island viewers
are baffled by the girls'
shock at love rat
Adam's decision to
recouple with Daryelle...
despite him having a
new girl EVERY week
Demi Rose goes
braless as she flashes
her hourglass curves
and perky posterior in
sheer floral catsuit
The model left little to the
imagination
Janet Jackson wears
all black as she leads
mourners at her father
Joe's private funeral
service at the same
cemetery as her brother
Michael's mausoleum
Olly Murs 'gets VERY
cosy with a mystery
brunette after
flirtatiously wooing her'
during Ibiza getaway
Getting steamy

'I love New York!' Kylie
Minogue, 50, confirms
her romance with Paul
Solomons as she
shares a lovedup photo
of the couple

Justin Timberlake and
Jessica Biel share rare
romantic moment in
front of the Eiffel Tower
during trip to Paris
City of love

Jamie Foxx flaunts
chiseled body in
swimsuit as he parties
with mystery women in
Miami... while Katie
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Holmes tours the Paris
runways

Love Island: Megan
cements viewers'
opinions that she is a
'snake' after she
COMFORTS Josh and
AGREES with him for
humiliating Georgia
Love Island: Georgia
is left RAGING as Josh
recouples with Kazimir
because she's 'more
sensational'... leaving
even Caroline Flack
stunned to silence
'Is it the Bistro or the
Ritz?' Corrie fans are
left in stitches as Tracey
Barlow is charged £6.95
for a glass of prosecco
Coronation Street viewers
sparked a debate
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Liam Payne enjoys a
day out with friends as
Cheryl celebrates her
35th birthday alone...
one day before
confirming split
Holly's shopping
secret! Star wears
pieces from online
retailer where clothes
costs £10 or less to
make sure EVERY fan
can copy her style
Love Island: Dr Alex
inexplicably turns his
attentions from Charlie
to Grace (who fans are
convinced they've
NEVER seen on the
show before)
Love Island: Laura's
'smug' reaction to Wes
being brutally dumped
by Megan leaves
viewers in stitches... as
she credits karma for
working its magic
Love Island: Megan's
inability to pronounce
'he's and his' baffles
tickled fans... as
viewers insist the
slurring villa villain
'always sounds DRUNK'
Caroline Flack pens an
open letter to all the
men she's ever dated...
and hints THAT
relationship with Harry
Styles made her feel
'powerful'
Love Island: Dani tells
Jack that his ex Ellie
'can f**k off' and
REFUSES to talk to her
as the ladies come face
toface for the first time
Skeptical
Inside Gemma Collins'
lavish Essex home with
a walkin wardrobe,
velvet studded bed with
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giant headboard and
dining room with her
very own rope barriers

Justin Bieber and
Hailey Baldwin appear
stressed as pop star's
car BREAKS DOWN and
blocks traffic in the
Hamptons
Awkward
Rita Ora flaunts her
toned abs in tiny black
bikini as her sexy
lookalike mum wows in
a red swimsuit in
Monaco

Coronation Street's
Antony Cotton reveals
he was secretly saving
a homeless man's life
and that's why he was
'quite grumpy' on
Dancing On Ice
Tom Kerridge reveals
his son Acey, two, was
evacuated from a soft
play centre after a
horror fire

Petra Nemcova shows
off her endless legs in a
plunging metallic mini
dress for Redemption
fashion show in Paris

Robin Thicke arrives
at LAX with April Love
Geary and two children
after vacation in Cabo
San Lucas

Wayne and Frankie
Bridge EXCLUSIVE:
Couple are 'unsure'
about having more
kids... as Saturdays star
reveals she's taking
drama classes in NYC
Princess Tessy of
Luxembourg reveals
she suffered a
heartbreaking
miscarriage before her
divorce from Prince
Louis
Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson pulls 'stupid'
highrise stunt in final
trailer for Skyscraper
Can you smell The Rock
cooking?

Sofia Vergara rocks
ripped jeans to pick up
luxury bedclothes at
Between The Sheets in
WeHo
Joe Manganiello is in for a
treat in the bedroom
Bella Thorne falls NUDE
from the bath as a ghost
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frightens her in sneak
peek for I Still See You
Encounters ghostly
apparitions

Kendall Jenner shows
off slender model figure
in neon bikini as she
enjoys relaxing day by
the pool
She has been soaking up
all the perks of summer
Catherine ZetaJones,
48, looks half her age
on the set of
Facebook's new TV
series Queen America
First day of filming

Cardi B TWERKS on
Instagram as she
becomes first female
rapper with TWO
Billboard number ones
The imminent birth hasn't
slowed her down
Ariel Winter wears a
'keep calm and eat a
bag of d***s' tshirt
while hitting the gym in
LA
'The muthaf**kin' motto at
the gym'
Anna Faris shows off
cooking skills while on
Italian vacation with her
new boyfriend Michael
Barrett
Having fun vacationing
with her boyfriend
Kim Kardashian finally
reveals fivemonthold
Chicago West's middle
name with sweet selfie
Broke the news with
Instagram followers on
Monday
Kourtney Kardashian
and model love
Younes Bendjima strike
a pose together on
Italian vacation
He's already a model by
profession
Ashley Greene shows
off gymhoned figure in
skimpy black top and
leggings as she runs
errands in LA

Madison Beer shows
off her ample cleavage
and pretty pins as she
rocks short polka dot
summer dress

Selena Gomez stuns in
leather and lace as she
stars in new Fall 2018
campaign for Coach
She became a brand's
spokesperson in 2016
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Jenna Dewan scores
new Netflix gig on
musical drama Mixtape
just months after
Channing Tatum split

Sharon Osbourne
takes pampered pooch
Bella on shopping trip
to Fred Segal in West
Hollywood
The TV star looked casual
chicpet.
Dwayne The Rock
Johnson cuts a dapper
figure in blue suit as
Neve Campbell rocks
plunging couture for
Skyscraper premiere

EXCLUSIVE: 'I was
feeling really down for a
bit': Wilmer Valderrama,
38, reveals a difficult
period in his life
inspired him to take
better care of his health
Jennifer Garner keeps
it casual in joggers and
sneakers for a day out
with son Samuel
She has a demanding
career as an Alist actress

Adam Levine dons
gold chain and
turquoise capri pants
while out with daughter
Dusty Rose in Los
Angeles

Chris Pine shows off
his muscular frame in
tank top as he grapples
with cops in first look at
I Am The Night

Fergie is casual cool
in leather jacket and
leggings as ex Josh
Duhamel holidays with
Eiza Gonzalez

Mark Wahlberg bares
musclebound torso to
celebrate LeBron James
contract with Lakers
He has a penchant for
putting his musclebound
torso on display
Love Island's Zara
McDermott shows Adam
Collard what he's
missing as she glows in
orange floral jumpsuit
for London bash with
Eyal Booker
Laura Whitmore opts
for summer chic in an
offshoulder floral dress
and kooky yellowlens
glasses as she attends
Tea Gala launch in
London
Natasha Lyonne dons
all black ensemble while
shooting new Netflix
series Russian Doll
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Natasha is best known
for her role in Orange Is
The New Black

Mark Wright and
Michelle Keegan
support his footballer
brother Josh as he ties
the knot with Hollie
Kane in a stunning
Mallorcan ceremony
WAGs can help
England win the World
Cup: Rebekah Vardy
says the Three Lions'
success is down to time
with loved ones
Bold claim
Jersey Shore's Deena
Cortese is having a boy
and Christopher
Buckner goes crazy at
gender reveal
They tied the knot nine
months ago
Holly Willoughby is
praised by fans for her
frugal sense of style as
she wears an £8 dress
on This Morning
Frugal sense of style

Dog Whisperer star
Cesar Millan talks
crossing border illegally
and contemplating
suicide on Jada Pinkett
Smith's show

Tamara Wall is
ENGAGED: Hollyoaks
star beams with fiancé
Gareth Jones in loved
up snap after he
proposed during
romantic Ibiza getaway
Love Island:
Bewildered viewers
wonder if
newbies Grace and
Jordan have been sent
home from the villa due
to lack of airtime
ExLove Island star
Marcel Somerville backs
up Tyla Carr's claims
that the reality show is
fixed... and slams
current islanders for
'playing games'
Katie Holmes 'told
Jamie Foxx she loves
him' as she jetted to
Paris after denying
breakup
Declared her love for the
Django Unchained actor
Lili Reinhart refuses to
tell her 'love story' in
magazine amid rumored
romance with Cole
Sprouse

Scarlett Moffatt dazzles
in elegant waterfall style
dress as she oozes
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glamour at the first
day of Wimbledon
Pulled out all the stops

Her own biggest fan!
Tiffany Trump shows off
her New York apartment
on her Instagram while
doing some decorating 
revealing she has a
portrait of HERSELF in
her living room
Christie Brinkley's
daughter Sailor
BrinkleyCook sizzles in
cheeky bikini while
beaching with mom
Flaunted her fabulous
derriere
Iggy Azalea flaunts her
hourglass curves in a
skimpy bikini and mesh
bodysuit as she
collaborates with Tyga
on her new EP
Surviving The Summer
EXCLUSIVE: Is
Cheryl's mum to blame
for Liam split? Joan is
accused of 'getting in
the way of romance'
amid claims it became
'two against one'
Angela Bassett,
Felicity Huffman and
Patricia Arquette team
up to film Otherhood in
NYC
Their romantic comedy is
in the works for Netflix
Love Island SPOILER:
Dani endures MORE
heartache as she
declares her 'love' for
Jack... as 'Romeo and
Juliet' separation leaves
fans distraught
Celebrity mother has
two of her children put
in care after being
accused of pulling her
son's hair in public
Cannot be named for
legal reasons
Chrissy Teigen looks
gorgeous in ruffled
dress as she enjoys
family day in Malibu
with John Legend and
kids

'It blindsided me': Guy
Pearce reveals the
shock of his 18year
marriage breakdown
with ex wife Kate
Mestitz and how he has
happily moved on with
Games Of Thrones star
Carice van Houten
SEBASTIAN
SHAKESPEARE:
Barbecues are banned
at bonedry Balmoral
Castle over fire fears
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Banned barbies
because of the obvious
dangers

Ant McPartlin looks
happy and healthy as he
enjoys sunny dog walk
with his beloved pet
Hurley in London
Dating his PA AnneMarie
Corbett
Jaime King flashes her
chiseled midriff as she
walks for Schiaparelli
during Paris Fashion
Week

Jeremy Meeks takes
his oldest son clothes
shopping at Target...
after stepping out in
$2,600 Gucci tracksuit
His girlfriend is heiress to
a $5billion fortune
Kendall Jenner is the
most indemand model
in the world... but isn't
too posh to grab pizza
by herself at a grocery
store
Makeup free
Scarlett Johansson to
star in truelife massage
parlor drama Rub & Tug
directed by Rupert
Sanders

Zoey Deutch dons
double Dior outfits while
attending events by the
brand during Paris
Fashion Week

Kourtney Kardashian
holds a cigarette while
posing in her bikini and
Chanel 'no smoking'
shirt in Italy
Enjoying a sunshine
European break
Amy Adams enjoys a
day of shopping with
husband and daughter
in Beverly Hills

Vanessa Hudgens
wears pretty summer
frock as she joins
longtime beau Austin
Butler at Broadway
party

Jessie James Decker
shows off her 'chubby
cheeked baby boy'
Forrest at 12 weeks old
on Instagram

Gerard Butler packs on
the PDA with girlfriend
Morgan Brown while
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grabbing burgers at In
NOut

Emma Roberts
commands attention in
dramatic plunging black
sheer top as she
joins Kate Bosworth at
the Dior after show
party in Paris
Karlie Kloss wows in
sparkling peephole
mini as she joins leggy
Joan Smalls on the
catwalk for Dundas
during Paris Haute
Couture Fashion Week
Olivia Palermo
maintains her style
savvy ways in a lilac
floral dress at the
Giambattista Valli show
during Paris Haute
Couture Fashion Week
Victoria's Secret star
Georgia Fowler flaunts
her statuesque pins and
perky cleavage in a flirty
ruffle coord at the
Redemption fashion
show in Paris
Ashley Graham blows
a kiss to her fans as she
soaks up the sun during
Paris Fashion Week
Was evidently enjoying
herself in the French
capital on Monday
TOWIE's Myles Barnett
confirms he has SPLIT
from Courtney Green for
a second time after she
refused to go on a make
or break holiday with
him
Sarah Jessica Parker,
53, proves she doesn't
age as she displays a
very toned figure in a
simple black bathing
suit

Hailey Baldwin's got
the look of love! Justin
Bieber plants kiss on
smitten model on
romantic date
The couple have been
inseparable
Jerry Hall, 62, strolls
handinhand with
Rupert Murdoch, 87,
and daughter Georgia
May Jagger... as family
enjoy quality time
together in St Tropez
Coronation Street star
Lucy Fallon wows in a
skimpy mismatched
bikini as she basks in
the Mykonos sunshine...
before giving first aid to
holidaymaker
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Cheryl and Liam
Payne's split is
SLAMMED by Piers
Morgan as he calls for
celebrity couples to be
'more honest'

Nicole Scherzinger
sizzles in plunging blue
swimsuit for impromptu
beach photoshoot with
pals during belated 40th
birthday celebrations in
Mykonos
Melanie Sykes, 47,
shows off her taut abs
in a rainbow bikini as
she enjoys a day by the
pool with Jilly Johnson
Continued to wow fans as
she posed poolside
Paris Hilton rocks
Ibiza as she kicks off
her summer season
with a high energy DJ
gig on the Spanish party
island
Energetic display
Gigi Hadid's tough day
at the office: Model
checks 'emails' while
lounging in bikini in
Greece
She has been enjoying a
luxurious vacation
Gwyneth Paltrow
surprises cast of
Broadway's Head Over
Heels backstage ahead
of opening
Just before the curtain
went up
Katherine Heigl dons a
bikini to celebrate
Canada Day at the
beach with Josh Kelley
and their three kids
Had a 'fantastic holiday
weekend'
Chrissy Teigen is
starstruck as she
bumps into Below Deck
star Hannah Ferrier and
tweets 'I am shaking'
Had a fan girl moment on
Monday
Kaia Gerber keeps it
simple in an all white
ensemble as she arrives
at Saint Laurent in
Paris... after night out in
the French capital
with Luka Sabbat
Kiefer Sutherland, 51,
is joined by stunning
girlfriend Cindy Vela, 39,
as they leave their hotel
in Dublin
Following his
performance
Laurence Fox and
girlfriend Lilah Parsons
make rare public
appearance as they
arrive handinhand at
the first day of
Wimbledon
Rochelle and Marvin
Humes join Scarlett
Moffatt, Natalie Dormer,
Ellie Goulding and
Emma Willis as
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Wimbledon gets off to
a VERY glamorous start

Katie Holmes
struggles to contain her
assets in corseted
ballgown as she joins
Karlie Kloss and Kate
Bosworth at the Dior
fashion show in Paris
Emma Roberts looks
ethereal in champagne
pink gown as she
attends starstudded
Dior show in Paris
Attended the Autumn/Fall
show on Monday
Lady Amelia Windsor
shows off her tan in an
offtheshoulder scarlet
sundress as she
attends the Dior couture
show in Paris

Penelope Cruz stuns
in a graceful black gown
as she launches own
jewelry collaboration
with Swarovski at Paris
Haute Couture Fashion
Week
Nicky Hilton exudes
elegance in plunging
monochrome skater
dress as she joins
demure Mandy Moore at
the Ralph & Russo
AW18 show in Paris
Kimberley Garner
shows off her sartorial
prowess in an off
shoulder cropped
blouse and flares at the
Gyunel fashion
presentation in Paris
Lily Allen opts for a
laid back look in loose
black trousers and
tangerine sliders as she
makes a lowkey
appearance at Haute
Couture Fashion Week
Livia Firth commands
attention in a green tie
dye dress as she steps
out without husband
Colin at the
Giambattista Valli show
in Paris
Kaia Gerber, 16, gets
close to Grownish star
Luka Sabbat as they
laugh together after her
Paris catwalk show
The daughter of Cindy
Crawford
Alessandra Ambrosio
displays her taut midriff
in a striking red barely
there crop top and
matching highwaisted
pants
Looking good
Kaley Cuoco's Big Bang
Theory costar and ex
Johnny Galecki shares
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sweet message for
'fake wife' after her
wedding
Delighted

Ali Fedotowsky
attends pal Kaley
Cuoco's wedding one
month after giving birth
to son Riley
The Bachelorette star let
her hair down
Zsa Zsa Gabor's
Regencystyle mansion
in Bel Air is up for sale
for $23.4 million
Comes along permits to
construct a larger
residence
Inspector Morse is
voted the best crime
drama of all time 
nearly 20 years since
the final episode was
made
popular choice
Heidi Klum packs on
the PDA with boyfriend
Tom Kaulitz as they pick
up her daughter Lou
from camp
They've only been
together since March
Kristin Cavallari wear
a men's shirt as a
dress.... after her
husband Jay Cutler said
he styles her
Displayed her toned legs
on Monday
Pawn Stars vet
Richard Harrison is laid
to rest in Las Vegas
after passing away at
age 77 from Parkinson's
Disease
Fans paid their respects
AntMan And The
Wasp star Evangeline
Lilly said she went
through a 'dark time'
during early days of
fame
Opening up
Jessica Chastain and
James McAvoy join the
rest of the adult 'Losers
Club' for It Chapter Two
Highlyanticipated horror
sequel is floating into
theaters in 2019

MORE DON'T MISS
Christine McGuinness
displays her taut
stomach in skimpy crop
top as she leaves a
pampering session in
leafy Cheshire
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Out and about

Ellie Goulding puts her
best fashion foot
forward as she slips
into floral midi dress at
the first day of
Wimbledon
Myleene Klass stuns
in polka dot midi dress
as she joins boyfriend
Simon Motson at the
first day of Wimbledon

Lucy Hale holds hands
with Billionaire Boys
Club star Ryan
Rottman... after being
linked to her Life
Sentence costar Riley
Smith
Reese Witherspoon
preps for July 4th as
she rocks a $139
'howdy' straw bag from
her own fashion line
Stepped out in a super
cute ensemble
Rachel Bilson is
'grumpy' first thing in
the morning... costar
Eddie Cibrian reveals
on Good Morning
America
Opening up
Ben Affleck's summer
of love: SNL producer
Lindsay Shookus set to
spend more time on
West Coast
They've been a public
item for a year
Love Island scores
highest ITV2 ratings
EVER for second time
this series... as fans
tune into the girls'
reactions to the antics
of Casa Amor
Eiza Gonzalez films
her bikini body in the
mirror... as Josh
Duhamel strips off his
shorts unnoticed behind
her
Film star boyfriend
Lisa Rinna's daughter
Delilah poses in her
new NYC apartment as
she prepares to study
criminal psychology at
NYU
Heading to university
Millie Mackintosh
FINALLY unveils the
shoulder gown she
wore to marry Hugo
Taylor... and describes
the wedding as 'an out
of body experience'
EXCLUSIVE: 'She
wasn't in a good state!'
Hardpartying Malia
Obama celebrates her
20th birthday with
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friends at her favorite
Montauk haunt

Emily VanCamp enjoys
a pool day reunion with
Revenge costars
They worked together for
four years between 2011
2015 on the set of
Revenge
Love Island's Zara
says she will STILL wait
for Adam despite him
moving on with new girl
Darylle... as her mum
admits she tuned in
'behind a cushion'
Caroline Flack, 38,
shows off her legs in
tiny black denim shorts
as she enjoys a stroll
with fiancé Andrew
Brady, 27, and their pet
pooch Ruby
Danielle Lloyd shows
off her toned physique
as she leaves the gym...
after confirming plans
to have gender
selection for her next
child
Love Island: Dani's
heartbreak over Jack is
compared to Romeo
and Juliet's tragic
ending... as Ofcom
receive 650 complaints
over 'cruel' tactics
James Norton gives
chase while filming his
final Grantchester
series as crimefighting
vicar... (but has he
overdone it and pulled a
muscle?)
Zac Efron looks almost
unrecognizable as he
emerges after 'off the
grid' camping trip in
Arizona
He's been enjoying time
'off the grid'
Adriana Lima wears a
Brazil football shirt in
support of her home
team's World Cup match
as she leaves the
Schiaparelli fashion
show in Paris
Clint Eastwood, 88,
paces around the set of
The Mule as he returns
to acting after sixyear
hiatus
He earned two Oscars for
his work as a director
Manager of Marvel
Comics legend Stan
Lee, 95, denies calling
911 to make false claims
that the legend's home
was being burglarized
Plead not guilty
EXCLUSIVE: 'He adores
me!': Luann De Lesseps
on her 'wonderful'
weekend with ex
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husband Count
Alexandre in The
Hamptons

Apollo Nida's fiancee
says 'yes to the dress'
four years before he's to
be released from prison
Sentenced for felony
fraud and identity theft
back in 2014
Sarah Hyland looks
relaxed in a Tshirt and
slippers as she takes a
break on The Wedding
Year set
Hard at work on her latest
project
Jersey Shore's Deena
Cortese is pregnant with
her first child... just
months after marrying
Christopher Buckner
Announced the
pregnancy on Instagram
Antonio Banderas, 57,
cuts a casual figure as
he enjoys a lowkey
shopping trip with
girlfriend Nicole Kimpel,
37, in Spain

Agyness Deyn
appears to show off a
baby bump as she takes
a casual stroll through
Hollywood

Emma Roberts dons
Donni tube top and
gingham pants to snack
on crepes with gal pal in
SaintTropez
Was glued to her iPhone
on Monday
Gwen Stefani, 48,
looks slender as she
loads up on a junk food
with beau Blake Shelton
during outing with sons
Stopped by a
convenience store
Amy Adams, 43, strips
off the makeup for hike
with husband and
daughter... after going
glam for Sharp Objects
premiere
Quality time
Alessandra Ambrosio
struts her stuff in a lace
mini dress as she tucks
into an ice cream in
Berlin
The stunning model, 37,
is in high demand
Vanessa Paradis
marries director beau
Samuel Benchetrit:
Pictures are unveiled of
the blushing bride's
romantic ceremony in
France
Sam Faiers puts her
feud with Ferne McCann
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aside as they come
facetoface at sister
Billie's bridal shower
The reality stars put the
bride first

Heidi Klum dons floral
frock to drop daughter
Lou off at summer camp
in NYC
The 45yearold Emmy
winner held on tight
Sara Gilbert, 43, goes
makeupfree with wife
and son... as she gears
up for Roseanne
replacement The
Connors
Out on Sunday
Gigi Hadid showcases
her enviable model
frame and perky
posterior in sleek black
swimsuit as
she luxuriates on board
a yacht in Mykonos
Karrueche Tran flaunts
washboard abs as she
enjoys a romantic
dinner with her beau
Victor Cruz in LA
She's just returned from a
girls' trip to Mexico
Festal attraction:
Mother of the bride
Glenn Close is a
dancing queen as she
hosts wedding for
daughter Annie Starke

Chanelle Hayes steps
out with foils in her hair
as she dotes over baby
son Frankie during trip
to the salon

Felicity Jones marries
Charles Guard: Star
wears 'budget' dress for
secret castle wedding
with Eddie Redmayne
and Tom Hanks on the
guestlist
Project Runway star
Chris March reveals
he's partially paralyzed
a year after fall left him
in coma
He was a contestant on
season 4
Kourtney Kardashian's
beau Younes Bendjima
sweetly cuddles her son
Reign, three, as they
continue family holiday
in Portofino

Love Island star Chloe
Crowhurst shows off
her incredible curves in
tiny lace bikini as she
soaks up the sunshine
in Spain

Love Island SPOILER:
Megan chooses to
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couple up with new
boy Alex IN FRONT of
'loyal' Wes
It's about to go downhill
fast

Is 12 too young to
watch Love Island?
Mother who reveals she
lets her schoolgirl
daughter watch the
raunchy show is told it's
setting a 'bad example'
The Queen is seen for
first time since illness
forced her to pull out of
St Paul's Cathedral visit
last week as 92yearold
monarch attends
Ceremony of the Keys
Duchess of Kent, 85,
says her famous hug
with a crying Jana
Novotna in 1993 was a
'human' reaction  as
she also reveals she
tried to get a Royal Box
selfie with Bear Grylls
Olivia de Havilland
celebrates 102nd
birthday after filing to
appeal defamation
lawsuit against FX
She's a twotime Oscar
winner
Megan Fox looks a
vision in blue as she
explores archaeological
site Troy in Turkey for
documentary

Real Housewives Of
Potomac star Karen
Huger says 'there's
never enough time' as
she mourns her father
Died at the age of 74 on
Thursday
Jennifer Aniston
keeps a low profile as
she takes a movie break
while shooting new film
in Montreal
Out enjoying a break from
work
Sarah Hyland
celebrates inner beauty
with makeup free selfie
and 'Monday mantra' for
followers
Started her week on a
positive note
Stassi Schroeder
admits she feels 'really
lucky' to have found
new boyfriend Beau
Clark
'I didn't know that I could
find someone'
Jesse Metcalfe is
already the perfect
'Instagram Husband' as
he plays photographer
for Cara Santana
During a day out on
Sunday
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Tina Fey, 48, is
youthful in black dress
as she joins Idina
Menzel and Audra
McDonald for a concert
to aid migrants
For a good cause
Hilary Duff hides her
burgeoning baby bump
under her sweats as she
heads to the salon in
LA
Expecting a baby girl with
boyfriend Matthew Koma
Dancing With The
Stars winner JR
Martinez weds Diana
Gonzalez in Mexico...
after splitting briefly in
2014
Exchanged vows
Barbra Streisand, 76,
uses Twitter to wish her
husband, James Brolin,
a happy 20th wedding
anniversary

Love Island's Eyal
reveals he has been
secretly messaging
2017 winner Amber
Davies... as he takes a
swipe at ex Megan's
'ulterior motives'
Winnie Harlow flashes
her trim midriff in 90s
style outfit after
storming the runway at
Schiaparelli show
during Paris Haute
Couture Fashion Week
Mila Kunis explains
how 'upsetting' tabloid
gossip about breakups
and new babies are to
her family
She's a happy wife and
mother of two
50 Cent disappointed
with $4.2m offer Fredrik
Eklund received on 52
room mansion with
STRIP CLUB
On Million Dollar Listing
New York
Kate Wright poses
with 'stepmom' mug and
brands the gift from
beau Rio Ferdinand's
children 'the best' in
heartfelt social media
post
John Malkovich
shoots scenes for new
Poirot series... as fans
are aghast that his
version of the sleuth will
be missing trademark
moustache
Katie Price looks
downcast as she's seen
for the first time since
claims she 'snorted
cocaine' after
breakdown of marriage
to Kieran Hayler
Cheryl turns to her
girlfriends for support
after confirming split
from Liam Payne... as
fans hope breakup will
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spark her social media
rebirth

Cheryl and Liam
Payne split: X Factor, a
10year age gap and a
baby boy... looking back
at the unlikely romance
that weathered MONTHS
of breakup rumours
Brooklyn Beckham
shows off his flash ride
as he drives around
sunny London in his
classic MG convertible

'He'd humbly say he
was just a plumber who
got lucky': Family pay
tribute to Bay City
Rollers star Alan
Longmuir as he dies
aged 70 after falling ill
while on holiday
Lucy Mecklenburgh
shows off her toned and
tanned figure in a white
bikini as the sun sets on
her romantic Greek
break with Ryan
Thomas
Love Island beauty
Rosie Williams flashes
underboob during lunch
outing with family... as
she reveals FEARS for
fellow stars facing trolls

Chrissy Teigen tweets
'told you' after she
joked about spotting
LeBron James in LA...
16 hours before his
move was announced

Kim Kardashian
admits feeling 'really
awkward' about Tristan
Thompson's Instagram
block... after begging
him to undo ban at
Khloe's birthday bash
'Sex symbol' news
anchor Huw Edwards,
56, drives fans wild as
he shows off enviable
physique following new
boxing work out regime

Lindsey Vonn strolls
handinhand with
boyfriend P.K. Subban
as they enjoy romantic
getaway to Italy
The alpine skier
showcased her style
Busy Philipps slams
Delta for rebooking her
and her nineyearold
daughter Birdie on
SEPARATE planes to
different locations

Charles and Camilla
visit the Second Severn
Crossing  ahead of
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controversial move to
rename it the Prince of
Wales Bridge in honour
of his 70th birthday

Marlee Matlin, 52,
shows off her slender
figure as she says life
as a deaf actress has
gotten easier thanks
to... texting
White hot! Heidi Klum
dons a plunging maxi
dress and sexy body
chain for a night out at
an Atlantic City club 
after posing for a
sizzling nude picture
Mandy Moore turns
heads in hot pink smock
as she joins leggy Pixie
Lott and Nicky Hilton at
the starstudded
Schiaparelli AW18 show
in Paris
Meghan proves her
selling power AGAIN!
Duchess's entire outfit
sells out just TWO days
after she wore it to
cheer on Harry at the
polo
=
Prince Andrew unveils
a new statue at
Edinburgh Airport to
celebrate the life of
Captain Eric 'Winkle'
Brown, the 'world's
greatest test pilot'
Geordie Shore's Chloe
Ferry slips her
surgicallyenhanced
curves into a tight black
crop top as she joins
her costars for night
out
Christina El Moussa
was 'drowning' before
her divorce... but now
she's floating on air
with new man, new
home and new TV show

Gary Lineker flies back
from the World Cup for
ONE DAY to accompany
his model exwife to her
mother's funeral
Was in Moscow to
present highlights show
Sienna Miller slips into
a skimpy grey bikini as
she enjoys a boat trip
during family girls'
getaway to Italy with
mum Jo and sister
Savannah
Royal fans hail
Meghan's maternal
instincts after the
Duchess was snapped
in a sweet exchange
with Mark Dyer's
daughter Isabella
Celebrities including
Olivia Colman, Joanna
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Lumley and David
Walliams star in new
hilarious, starstudded
British Airways safety
video

Queen Maxima of the
Netherlands looks VERY
animated as she opts
for another colourful
ensemble on her tour of
Curacao with husband
King WillemAlexander
Simon Cowell takes
Lauren Silverman
shopping in his classic
£154k Bentley
convertible in Los
Angeles

Ant McPartlin's
estranged wife Lisa
Armstrong wears
plunging jungle print
swimsuit as she
DITCHES her wedding
ring on LA getaway
Outnumbered couple
Hugh Dennis and Claire
Skinner became an item
in real life while filming
the BBC sitcom's
Christmas special in
2016
Rebekah Vardy reveals
the England sex ban
has been lifted and
insists that getting
intimate 'excels
performance'

Poldark fans are left
stunned after finding
out what the actor who
plays vile, toesucking
vicar 'Ossie' REALLY
looks like

Beyonce left stranded
and has to be rescued
with a ladder after flying
stage malfunctions on
tour in Warsaw
Things did not go
smoothly on Saturday
Keira Knightley shows
off her washboard abs
in floral bikini as her
husband James Righton
slathers mud on her
during Italy getaway
Rest and relaxation
Love Island's
Georgia's mum admits
show is giving her
'sleepless nights' as she
says daughter is 'too
good' for Josh

Love Island: Viewers
are DELIGHTED that
Megan is 'mugging off
Wes' with TWO new
islanders... while he
pines for her in Casa
Amor
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Love Island: Fans left
gobsmacked as they
realise new boy Alex
Miller is a 'dead ringer'
for Mr Selfridge actor
Jeremy Piven

Love Island's Eyal
SLAMS ex Megan as the
model insists he should
have 'judged a book by
its cover'
Reflecting on his
experience
Love Island: Axed star
Zara DEFENDS love rat
Adam for kissing new
girl Darylle and hints
she WILL wait for him...
insisting 'what we had
was real'
Neelam Gill wears hot
pink Tshirt dress as
she joins Nick
Grimshaw and Dougie
Poynter at glitzy brunch
party

Caroline Enys dumps
the dishy, decent,
Doctor and moves to
the second location with
Ross. Love Island had
nothing on Poldark, by
Jim Shelley
Florence Welch
'bleeding' after she cuts
her foot during Florence
And The Machine GMA
performance
Barely missed a beat as
she continued her set
Fight the flab like J
Law: Personal trainer to
Hollywood stars shares
his 7 fatburning tips to
give you your best body
ever in under 8 WEEKS

Rebel Wilson
unleashes furious rant
on Twitter after her
record defamation
payout was
slashed from over $4M
to $600,000
Kym Marsh confirms
romance with Army
Major Scott Ratcliff...
three months after split
from personal trainer
Matt Baker

Have the England
WAGs met their match?
Colombian beauties set
to cheer on their men
include pageant queens,
a popstar

Jacqueline Jossa
and Dan Osborne step
out for the FIRST time
as a family with their
newborn daughter Mia
Welcomed their second
daughter on Monday
Cindy Crawford calls
Kaia Gerber 'my smiley
girl' as teen covers
Italian Vogue... while
brother Presley turns 19
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Landed the coveted
cover of the July issue

Minka Kelly nails
summer chic in a bright
yellow maxi dress as
she heads to summer
BBQ with friends in
Hollywood
Star choreographer
Dame Gillian Lynne who
worked on Cats and
Phantom Of The Opera
has died at 92

Kendall Jenner shares
'sunkissed' selfie from
relaxing 'sister Sunday'
with new mom Khloe
Kardashian
Lounged by the pool with
her half sister
Sarah Jayne Dunn hits
back at 'mumshaming
holidays' as she reveals
she dropped THREE
dress sizes for her
wedding to husband
Jon Smith
Kourtney Kardashian
and Younes Bendjima
can't keep hands off
each other after workout
in Italy
On the second leg of their
trip
Khloe Kardashian
says motherhood is
'amazing'... but admits
she doesn't always have
time to shower

Love Island newcomer
Alex Miller 'offered £50
perhour services as an
escort on agency site'
Described himself as
'friendly, articulate and
wellmannered'
Love Island's Megan
falls victim to a barrage
of hilarious tweets as
fans go wild over her
'toe thumbs'
Fans can't handle the
sight
Kim Kardashian goes
fullon Yeezy in tight tee
and shorts for shopping
trip in Beverly Hills
She's a walking
commercial for Kanye's
fashion line
Kylie Jenner shares
new photo of 'my little
love' Stormi's face after
deleting images from
social media
Insisted she wasn't
sharing more pictures
Khloe Kardashian
shares sweet Snapchat
video of her smiling
'happy girl' True
Thompson
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Admits to being being
'obsessed' with her baby

Ethan Hawke says 'it's
a good time' to be a
young woman in
Hollywood... as his
actress daughter Maya,
19, stars in Stranger
Things
Catherine Tyldesley
bids farewell to
Coronation Street with
beachthemed leaving
party...as she reveals
she wants to spend
more time with son Alfie
Mark Wright beams
with pride as he
interviews Kim
Kardashian for the
second time at KKW
Beauty event in LA
Chuffed
Shiver me timbers!
Demelza is fluent in
HighSeas Pirate:
CHRISTOPHER
STEVENS reviews last
night's TV
Top notch telly
Josh Duhamel, 45 and
bikiniclad Eiza
Gonzalez, 28, pack on
the PDA as they enjoy a
loved up vacation in
Mexico
Good times
Bella Hadid shares
'same same but
different' sunkissed
selfie after denying fling
with Drake
Moved on from the
accusation
Emily Ratajkowski
PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Model flaunts her
flawless figure in a
skimpy polka dot one
piece on boat trip with
Gigi Hadid in Mykonos
Katie Holmes steps
out for Fendi fashion
show with Suri in Paris
amid Jamie Foxx
breakup rumors
Looked as chicasever in
figurehugging black skirt
Cardi B flaunts her
'preggo' curves as
pregnant singer busts
out of an unbuttoned
peplum jacket
She is expected to give
birth any day now
Ariana Grande giggles
as fiance Pete Davidson
pokes fun at her song
lyrics in Instagram
Story
Pete performed amusing
spokenword versions
Mandy Moore flashes
cleavage and legs in
two stunning outfits
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during Paris Haute
Couture Week
She's on hiatus from her
hit NBC TV show

Francesca Eastwood
flaunts her bump as she
dines with boyfriend
Alexander Wraith after
his divorce filing
Their relationship went
public in May
Gillian Anderson, 49,
dazzles in white maxi
dress as she works the
red carpet at the
Southbank Sky Arts
Awards with boyfriend
Peter Morgan
Lindsay Lohan
receives 'best gift on my
birthday' in Mykonos
and shares fun surprise
on Instagram

Reese Witherspoon
shows taut tummy in
red striped crop top
while meeting friends in
Beverly Hills
A star in stripes

Kenya Moore, 47,
proudly cradles her
growing bump in a
plunging orange wrap
dress
She's pregnant with her
first child
Riverdale's Camila
Mendes cuddles up to
'boyfriend' Victor
Houston as they
celebrate her birthday in
Montauk

Amy Childs proudly
shows off her
blossoming baby bump
as she shares her top
tips for preventing
stretch marks
Heavily pregnant
Hollyoaks star
Jennifer Metcalfe turns
heads in scanty metallic
swimwear as she cosies
up to costar Stuart
Manning for filming in
Majorca
Hilaria Baldwin shares
adorable video of one
month old son Romeo
cooing and kissing his
brother

Love Island SPOILER:
Dani breaks down in
tears as she views
Jack's antics in Casa
Amor... while he admits
his 'love' for the pint
sized beauty
Naomi Campbell turns
heads in a black fringe
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suit and red lace co
ordinate as she rocks
two bold looks and
hairstyles in Paris
Looking good

Amal and George
Clooney opt for
coordinating
monochrome looks as
they enjoy romantic
evening out in Sardinia
Date night
Gigi Hadid PICTURE
EXCLUSIVE: Star shows
off her figure in a hot
pink bikini as she
holidays in Mykonos
with Emily Ratajkowski
Group getaway
Exclusive: Actor Matt
Damon caught smoking
a cigarette while
chugging down a beer
with radio host Michael
'Wippa' Wipfli in
Queensland
Meghan cuts a VERY
casual figure as she and
Prince Harry make a
surprise appearance at
polo match in Ascot on
what would have been
Diana's 57th birthday
Tessa Thompson says
'we love each other
deeply' but steers clear
of confirming romance
with Janelle Monae
Romance rumours

Scarlett Johansson
gets a kick out of
birthday clown that
surprised boyfriend
Colin Jost over dinner

Scott Disick, 35, gives
Sofia Richie, 19, a kiss
before jetting out alone
in a helicopter
The couple spent the day
together shopping on
Saturday
Salma Hayek and
husband FrancoisHenri
Pinault attend Elon
Musk's brother Kimbal's
lavish Spanish wedding
She looked angelic in a
full length white dress
Teresa Giudice turns
proud dance mom as
daughter Audriana
competes in Florida
Fresh off her first
bodybuilding competition

Pink's daughter
Willow, 7, copies her
mom's unconventional
style as she rocks
purple and pink hair
Immitation is the sincerest
form of flattery
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Kaley Cuoco marries
Karl Cook in charming
Southern Californian
ceremony following
sevenmonth
engagement
Whirlwind romance
Love Island's Gabby
Allen stuns in lowcut
blazer dress as she
joins TyneLexy
Clarson, Georgia
Harrison, and Cara De
La Hoyde
Hoda Kotb shares
sweet snaps of
daughter Haley Joy as
she enjoys a sunny
weekend with her
longtime partner and
close friends
Busy Philipps
celebrates daughter
Cricket's fifth birthday
as she writes 'she goes
hard'
She's on a family vacation
in Charleston
Chloe and Lauryn
Goodman display their
jawdropping figures in
cleavage baring outfits
as they attend brunch
party in London
Sister act
Lily Aldridge
showcases her chic
sense of style in eye
catching playsuit as she
arrives at fashion show
in Paris
Looking good
Carey Mulligan rocks a
casual/chic vibe as she
chats on the phone out
and about in New York
Chatting on her mobile as
she hurried across the
street
Max and Thom Evans
STRIP DOWN to their
underwear as they put
on an impromptu wild
dance routine at the
Celebrity Cup Gala
Dinner
Ireland Baldwin shows
her playful side as she
pulls faces while bored
in LA traffic jam
Had to deal with some
frustrating traffic

Davina McCall, 50,
looks super svelte and
shows off her athletic
prowess as she runs
the Race For Life in a
tiny Tshirt and shorts
Toned and trim
Kendall Jenner's NBA
star boyfriend Ben
Simmons flies home to
Melbourne to be with
his sister's sick
newborn daughter

Love Island SPOILER:
Georgia left in TEARS
as she sees Josh
passionately kiss new
girl Kazimir... after
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confessing her true
feelings to Dani

Love Island SPOILER:
Look away Zara! Adam
moves on for the
FOURTH time as he
passionately kisses
newbie Darylle
The chemistry is building
Kelly Brook 'does her
gardening NAKED':
Model overheard talking
about how she likes to
'trim her bushes in
nothing but wellies'
Racy
Kim Kardashian
proves she IS a
Beyonce fan as she
bops along to Destiny's
Child with sister Khloe
Not always seen eyeto
eye
Amber Heard goes
braless and flaunts trim
physique as she heads
to beau Vito Schnabel's
NYC home
Stepping out on Saturday
afternoon
Then & wow, FEMAIL
unveil the women who
look better now than
ever: Carol Vorderman
Carol Vorderman has
transformed her
appearance since 1983
Mila Kunis and Ashton
Kutcher enjoy a lazy
Sunday in LA with kids
Wyatt, three, and
Dimitri, one
Kept a tight hold of their
youngsters
Ariel Winter is a
vintage beauty as she
reclines on the floor in
sheer net skirt to
channel Marilyn Monroe
Throwback picture was
from 2016
Tobey Maguire and
Jennifer Meyer put
aside their differences
to enjoy a family day
with the kids
Spent quality time with
their children
Sienna Miller flaunts
her slender pins and
toned physique in an
eyecatching blue bikini
during idyllic Italian
getaway
Relaxing in style
Tommy Lee, 55, meets
the parents as he joins
wifetobe Brittany
Furlan, 31, for dinner
after falling out with son
Brandon
Tommy's fourth marriage
Hailey Baldwin flaunts
her beach bronzed body
in tiny black bikini with
Rastainspired trim
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Looked like she was
living it up during a sunny
vacation

Jennifer Lopez shows
off her taut tummy in
sports bra and leggings
while out in New York
The 48yearold looked
as youthful as ever on
Sunday
Love Island: Darylle
Sargeant slammed for
'glamorising guns' after
posing naked with rifles
for controversial
magazine cover

Today's headlines

Most Read

Princess Tessy of Luxembourg reveals
she suffered a heartbreaking miscarriage
before her divorce from Prince...
Pippa Middleton reveals she's copying
Meghan's pal Serena Williams by continuing
to play tennis during her...
Who needs a summer holiday? Charles
and Camilla soak up the sunshine in
Pembrokeshire as they continue their...
Could the 'blood type' diet be the secret to
the perfect body? Woman who followed
regime for a month reveals...
Firsttime mother, 22, who felt 'ugly' bare
faced applied full makeup during
CHILDBIRTH  because she...
Exdrug addict and alcoholic who had
THREE dealers on speed dial reveals how
she overcame her £200 A WEEK...
Mother, 23, who drank 4L of Pepsi Max
every day, sheds nearly HALF her body
weight without setting foot in a...
Holly's budget shopping secret! This Morning
host wears pieces from an online retailer
where clothes costs...
Stylist to the stars reveals the key items
EVERY woman should have in her
wardrobe – from the reworked shirt...
'Said thank you to a cash machine': People
reveal their most embarrassing moments in a
hilarious Twitter...
The simple tweaks that will make your
meals INSTANTLY healthier (so start
eating tomatoes with avocado and...
Forget contouring! Women are left
unrecognisable after REMOVING their
'sculpture' makeup  as the trend for...
Nurse, 32, gives birth to 'one in a million'
twins, one of whom has Down's
syndrome
'Heavily pregnant' woman is IGNORED by
commuters who refuse to give up their seats
on sweltering London...
Mirroring Diana? Royal fans reveal the
striking resemblance between Meghan
throwing a ball at the Polo and...
MORE HEADLINES
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